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Introduction
If you read an unfamiliar word in a text, but are unable or unwilling to leam its meaning from a dictionary or another person, you might nevertheless, consciously or not, figure out a meaning for it. If you don't, or your hypothesized meaning is wrong, and you never see the word again, it may not matter. If you do see it again, you will have a chance to revise your meaning hypothesis. The more times you see it, the better your definition will become. If your hypothesis development is active ("deliberate"), rather than passive ("incidental"), your command of the new word will be stronger. "Contextual vocabulary acquisition" (CVA) is the acquisition of word meanings by reasoning from textual clues and prior knowledge but without external sources of help (dictionaries or people). We have been developing computer programs that do CVA for unknown nouns, verbs, and adjectives; analyzing verbal protocols of good readers who "think aloud as they do CVA; unifying the CVA literature from AI, psychology, reading, and first-and secondlanguage (L1, L2) acquisition; and using our computational CVA system and the protocols to design a curriculum for enhancing students' abilities to do CVA [32] .
2 Background People know the meanings of more words than they are explicitly taught, so they must have learned most of them as a by-product of reading or listening. The average number of word families' known by high school graduates is estimated as 2 45, OM) . Learning this many words by age 18 means learning an average of some 2500 worddyear; yet no more than 400 wordslyear are directly taught by teachersA800 words in 12 years of school. So, around 90% of the words we understand are learned from oral or written context. Learning words from context is not a once-in-a-while thing; it averages learning almost 8 worddday [271.
Some of this "incidental" acquisition is the result of conscious, active processes of hypothesizing a meaning for unknown words from context. How do readers do this? The psychology, L1, and L2 literatures suggest various strategies (e.g., [1, 4245, 471) . But most are quite vague. E.g., [6] gives these directions: (1) "look at the word itself and its surroundings to decide on the part of speech"; (2) "look at the immediate grammar context of the word, usually within a clause or sentence" for such information as who does what to whom, etc.; (3) "look at the wider context of the word usually beyond the level of the clause and often over several sentences" for causal, temporal, class-membership information, etc.; (4) "guess.. . rhe word [our italics] and check.. .that the guess is correct". This is hardly a detailed algorithm that could easily be followed by a student:
Step 4 is reminiscent of a famous cartoon showing a complicated mathematical formula, in the middle of which occurs the phrase, "then a miracle occurs"! Although many authors suggest what contextual clues to look for in step 3 ([42] is the most helpful), none provide specific advice on what to do with them, i.e., what reasoning processes and prior knowledge should be applied to them. Unfortunately, little of the computational research on the formal notion of contextual reasoning [18, 25] is directly relevant to CVA. Knowing more about the nature of context [31] , having a precise theory of CVA, and knowing how to teach it will allow us to more effectively help students identify context clues and know better how to use them, leading to larger vocabularies and better reading comprehension.
By 'vocabulary acquisition', we mean "meaning vocabulary": concept acquisition. There are 6 levels of knowing a word and concept [211: (1) Knowing both concept and a word for it, e.g., 'finger' on a hand; context is only necessary for word-sense disambiguation (WSD, $3). (2) Knowing meaning of idiom, but not of a word in it, e.g., 'arch' in 'arch rival'. (3) Knowing concept and another word that signifies it, but not the specific word used in the text, e.g., knowing 'finger', but not 'digit'; context is most likely to be very helpful. (4) Knowing concept, but no word for it; context can help: e.g., 'philtrum' signifies the two lines between upper lip and nose. (5) Not knowing concept or word, but having the prior knowledge needed to leam it quickly. E.g., 'pentimento' describes that portion of an old oil painting painted over by a new one that can be seen when the top layer chips or fades; most readers would not know this word, nor are they likely to have ever seen pentimento in a painting, but even an unsophisticated reader has the prior knowledge necessary to learn the concept. It might take multiple contexts to learn a level-5 concept and word, and probably an "instructive" context in which the writer intentionally provided contextual information to "define" it. (6) Not knowing concept or word, and lacking the prior knowledge required to learn it quickly. E.g., 'kurtosis' means the relative flatness or peakedness of a frequency distribution as contrasted to a normal distribution; readers need to know 'frequency distribution' and 'normal distribution' before learning the meaning of 'kurtosis'. Context will not likely provide a sense for 'kurtosis'; only instructive texts will help a reader learn those things for which they lack the necessary prior knowledge. It might be possible to learn "kurtosis" from numerous encounters with the word in supportive, but not necessarily instructive, texts. 
Educational Significance
As with an NLP computer, a student who reads an unfamiliar term should be able to figure out what it means, at least to the extent of being able to comprehend the rest of the text, if not to give a formal, precise definition. Helping students with this has been on the "to do" list of teachers for decades. Newly revised educational standards call for students to have a greater command of concepts and the words that signify them. Since these concepts and words cannot all be taught directly in the classroom, it is important that we not only devote more instructional time in school to teacbing CVA, but also gain more knowledge about what context is and how it operates. All textbooks in teaching reading or content areas include admonitions and suggestions to help students in CVA, but they fall short in specifying: the forms, and the helpfulness, of given contexts; bow often a word must be encountered to be confidently learned; how, and how much, prior knowledge can augment available context; the specific reasoning processes that must be applied to these contexts and prior knowledge; and how to evaluate one's confidence in the hypothesized meaning. 5 From Algorithm to Curriculum AI algorithms for CVA (ours in particular!) cnnfll in the derails for fuming "guessing" a meaning from contat into instructions for constructing (i.e., "computing") a meaning; these details can then be taught to students.
Teaching humans how to learn is not the same as programming computers to learn. But we might learn something about the former from doing the latter [331. Our goal is not to teach people to "think like computers", but to explicate methods for CVA. Rather than using a computer to teach students, we are applying the knowledge gained from programming our system to the creation of instructional methods to teach students to do CVA. We are not building a teaching machine. but rather teaching a machine, to see if what we learn in teaching it can help us to each students better.
The vague CVA strategy of [6] is the actual recommendation of respected writers in the field of meaningvocabulary acquisition! But it is not an algorithm-an the inference if the relevant information is made explicit. How can we bridge this gap between the computer's perfect memory and human readers' memory limitations? One answer lies in using thinkaloud protocols. Our research methodology of think-aloud protocols aids in algorithm development and (thereby) curriculum-content development. As a curriculum method (a more directive version of research protocols), they can assist the reader in identifying and using relevant prior knowledge, in making appropriate inferences, and in integrating new knowledge from the text with prior knowledge.
. .
explicit procedure for solving a problem. Our goal is to "teach" (i.e., program) a computer to do the "educated" 
CVA and Reading Comprehension Vocabulary ized inheritance).
There is a 1-1 correspondence between knowledge is highly correlated with reading comprehen-nodes and represented concepts; this uniqueness princision [29] . The more words whose meanings you know, the ple guarantees that nodes will be shared whenever possibetter you understand what you read, and conversely, But ble and allows nodes to represent concepts, propositions, improving vocabulary knowledge in general (and CVA in properties, and such objects of thought as fictional enparticular) only improves reading comprehension when tities, non-existents, and impossible objects 1381, which the vocabulary acquisition is knowledge-based and inte-is especially appropriate for CVA from arbitrary texts, grated into the reader's prior knowledge, not when it is whose subject matter could range from factual science to rote definition-learning [2, 28] . Deliberate CVA can in-science fiction. Finally, the SNePS Inference Package alcrease one's vocabulary in an active way, by having the lows the representation and use of quantificational, nodereader think carefully ahout the passage and the unknown based rules using bi-directional inference. word's role in it, and make inferences (deductive, inducCassie's input consists in part of textual information, tive, and abductive) from the information in the passage parsed and integrated directly into her KB. Asking Cassie integrated with the reader's prior knowledge [30] . This "What does [word] mean?' initiates a deductive search of immediately leads to better comprehension of the passage, this integrated KB [30] . The SNeBR belief-revision packfor CVA is knowledge-based and integrative. Indeed, the age allows the removal of any proposition from which a end result changes the reader's conceptualization of the contradiction is derived, as well as the conclusions that world: Both the new word and the new information in the depended on it [24]. This is used to revise definitions (hypassage are integrated into the reader's knowledge base potheses) that are inconsistent with a word's current use (W.
(data). We have developed algorithms for partially auOur computer system has a perfect memory and is a tomating the identification and removal or modification perfect reasoner: Given some prior knowledge and some of the offending premise, based on SNePSwD, a default information in the passage being read, it immediately belief-revision system 181. SNePS also has an English lexdraws whatever conclusions can be drawn. But real peo-icon, morphological analyzerlsynthesizer, and a generalple don't. Even good readers, reading that a knight picked ized augmented-transition-network ( A T V parser-generaup a "brachet" and rode away with it, often fail to infer tor that, rather than building an intermediate parse tree, that brachets (whatever they are) must be small enough to translates the input English directly into SNePS (36,401.
be picked up. But our system never fails to infer this. HuOutput includes Cassie's current definition of the man readers who miss this inference the first time get it word in its context. Our definition algorithms deducwhen asked, "How big is a brachet?'. So they can draw tively search the network for information appropriate to a dictionary-like definition [9, 10, 31] . Our system produces partial, contextual definitions, not necessarily complete and "correct" ones, that enable the reader to continue with the task of understanding the text.
Our theory is that a meaning for a word, sufficient for understanding the text, ( I ) can be determined solely from context (including the surrounding text, grammatical information, and the reader's prior knowledge, but no access to external sources of information (dictionaries, humans)), (2) can be revised upon further encounters, (3) "converges" to a stable, dictionary-like definition if enough context has k e n provided and there have been enough encounters, but (4) is always subject to further revision. Each encounter yields a definition (a hypothesis about meaning) and provides an opportunity to revise it in light of new evidence. The revision is unsupervised: There is no (human) ''trainer'' and no "error-correction" techniques. Finally, no domain-specific prior knowledge is required for the development and revision of the hypothesized definition. The domain-independence of our system can make it more difficult to develop a good definition quickly, but is intended to model the typical reader of an arbitrary text. Clearly, the more prior knowledge, including specialized knowledge, that the reader brings to the text, the more efficiently the unknown term can be leamed.
8 Algorithm Development We are making our algorithms more "robust", by incorporating insights from the think-aloud protocols, and making them more sensitive to a wider variety of information found in the text and Cassie's prior knowledge. We are investigating the role of abductive reasoning-inference to the best explanation (or "educated guessing")-the need for which has become apparent from our attempts to represent the prior knowledge needed to understand the passages used in the protocols. The approach of [I61 has been most helpful, since it is concerned with textual interpretation. The current verb algorithm is being extended to take into account "subcategorization" ("case") structures. We are investigating the use of verb categories, e.g., 'walk', 'run', 'saunter', etc., are all kinds of movements-by-foot [23, 34] . We are developing an adjective algorithm: Adjectives are much less susceptible to CVA than nouns or verbs: Does the neologism 'foo' in the phrase 'the foo car' mean a shape, a color, a size? Is it temporal, like 'new' or 'old'? Could it be like 'toy', which would imply that a foo car isn't even a car? But some adjectives occur in contexts that enable useful CVA: If Fred is "taciturn", unlike his brother who is talkative, we can infer at least that 'tacitum' might mean "not talkative".
We are also developing a method for English input. Our current ATNs only provide limited grammatical coverage, so we need (or need to develop) a more robust grammar. We are faced with a dilemma: either develop a robust ATN grammar of our own with its already-well-developed interface to SNePS or adapt some already-existing computational grammar of English and create an interface to SNePS. The SNePS Research Group (SNeRG) has been independently working on the latter option, using the LKB computational grammardevelopment system [7] . This has wider coverage than our "home-grown" ATN grammars, but is not a discourse grammar. A third option is to find a robust, computational discourse grammar of English that can be easily adapted to output SNePS representations [20] . Our bi-directional ATN grammars contain a generation component that converts the SNePS KR to English [36] . This will enable us to express definitions more completely and more naturally than our current style, which is simply a slot-andfiller frame, often containing cryptic information [31] .
One advantage of using any grammar (including OUT ATNs) with a morphological analyzer (instead of handcoding the text) is that we can also begin to investigate the use of "intemal" context [42] -morphological and etymological structure. Morphological information by itself is not sufficient; external context is needed as a constraint: Morphology alone might suggest that 'inflammable' means "not flammable", but external context might indicate the opposite. Nevertheless, internal context is frequently used by readers; the easiest way to approach this will depend on our having a grammar that can provide us with the necessary "prior knowledge" of morphological information.
People can understand a word's meaning without knowing its definition [19] : When asked to define even well-known words, people don't normally recite a stored definition; rather, they construct one. Once constructed, should it be stored in the KB? If so, how should our algorithms use it? Currently, we do not store hypotheses, but (re-)construct them upon each encounter with a word.
Developing models of a typical reader's prior knowledge is time-consuming. Currently, the KB is hand-coded:
Since it represents Cassie's prior knowledge, how it was acquired is irrelevant. Our assumption is that only the hard word is unknown to the reader. It is easy enough to decide that each other substantive term in the text should have some information about it stored, and reasonably easy to decide what that information might be. But hand-coding it is an enormous task essentially beyond the scope of our project. Accordingly, we are investigating the use of the CYC KB [www.cyc.com/l to serve as one source of general background information. The CYC knowledge "server" contains a large collection of '%ommonsense" facts and rules. If usable and compatible with SNePS, it would greatly facilitate the development and encoding of prior knowledge.
Belief revision is central to our algorithms: When a current meaning hypothesis does not match a word's use in a new text, we must revise that hypothesis. SNeBR can do this interactively ($7). and the process can be automated using SNePSwD. Another independent but complementary SNeRG project replaces this with AutoBR [37] , a newer version of SNePS's belief-revision system that should allow more automated updating of hypotheses.
9 Curriculum Development Several factors affect CVA: the reader's awareness of encountering an unknown word ("word consciousness") and abilities to find supportive context clues in the passage and to apply reasoning and prior knowledge to these clues. Our analyses of good readers' protocols have revealed important reasoning processes used during CVA (as well as non-productive strategies). Together with the definition algorithms, we are using these findings to influence not only the theory of. but instructional methods for, CVA. Our CVA cuniculum has 6 goals: to increase (1) reading comprehension, (2) word consciousness, (3) CVA strategies, (4) meaning vocabulary, ( 5 ) assessments of hypothesized meanings, and (6) interest in words.
Context is best for helping readers leam words at levels 3 4 Thus, most words in our CVA curriculum will be at these levels. We will use low-frequency (but real) words. Our think-aloud research has found that use of nonsense words does not hinder students' application of context clues or reasoning, so we may occasionally use them. A frequent criticism of CVA research is its use of contrived texts, which lack generalizabilty. All of ours will be authentic passages from books, magazines, websites, etc. To learn a word, one usually needs to encounter it in more than one text. We will use text-sets of 3-8 short passages, each of which uses the same unknown word.
Students will leam how to focirs attention on a hard word in a text (word consciousness) and on the relevant textual clues, and to connect these clues with their language knowledge, reasoning processes, and prior knowledge in order to hypothesize a meaning for the word. They will also learn to assess their confidence in this meaning.
Reading is a "reasoning process": "understanding a paragraph is like solving a problem . . . selecting the right elements and putting them together in the right relations" [44] . Most CVA research has focused on "selecting the right elements" and on practice [I 1,22,43]. Our curriculum will identify "the right elements" and provide practice. but more important is helping students 'put them together", i.e., connecting these "elements" (context clues) with reasoning strategies, prior knowledge, and language knowledge. This focus on connection differentiates our research and teaching methods from almost all previous CVA programs and studies.
Instruction will progress through 4 stages: (1) from teacher modeling by think-alouds to (2) teacher scaffolding the class to (3) peer-group think-alouds and discussions to (4) students independently applying CVA strategies with teacher monitoring and assessment. Unlike teaching long division or the stages of a lunar eclipse, teaching how to reason is not possible. The closest approximation is for teachers to model such reasoning by thinking aloud. Teachers will model both the identification of textual clues and, more importantly, how they reason from these clues, integrated with their prior knowledge, to hypothesize meanings for unknown words. Next, students will use think-aloud methods themselves in large and small groups. Teachers will assist the whole class in leaming CVA strategies. There are two stages to this "scaffolding": (1) Students will independently keep a "lab notebook", logging the CVA strategies they used to develop their hypotheses about the meanings of hard words.
(2) Using the logs, they will share their reasoning with groups of 4 4 peers as the teacher helps them develop, evaluate, and test their hypotheses by directing, monitoring, suggesting, and letting discussion flow. Teacher scaffolding will gradually decrease. Discussions and thinkalouds in peer groups during reading comprehension lead not only to better comprehension of the text read and discussed, but students also further develop comprehension strategies [U]. Think-alouds in peer groups should also facilitate CVA. Developing word consciousness requires not just instruction, but repeated practice. In our curriculum, students will apply CVA strategies independently for several weeks, with intermittent peer-group sessions.
10 Summary We are conducting cognitive, computational, and educational studies of CVA, to understand how context does and does not operate as well as to teach students how to use it efficiently. Determining how humans do (or should do) CVA is a research problem well suited for AI, cognitive science, and reading education. This application of AI will result in new knowledge about how humans do CVA, and make it possible to create better instructional materials for teaching it-in turn increasing reading comprehension and leaming. An essential goal of all education is to develop independent, proficient, and creative readers and leamers. Most of our knowledge is conveyed by words; so, helping students develop lifelong abilities to learn words and concepts from reading is important.
